
Abstract 
Unlike static networks, ad hoc networks have no spatial hlerarchy and suffer from frequent link failures which prevent mobile hosts from using 

traditional routing schemes Under these conditions, mobile hosts must find routes to destinations without the use of designated routers and also 
must dynamically adapt the routes to the current link conditions This article proposes a distributed adaptive routing protocol for finding and 

maintaining stable routes based on signal strength and location stability in an ad hoc network and presents an architecture for its implementation 

obility is becoming increas- 
ingly important for users of comuuting systems. Technolom 

I 

ha; madk possible wireless devices and smaller, less expens&, 
and more powerful computers. As a result users gain flexibili- 
ty and the ability to maintain connectivity to their primary 
computer while roaming through a large area. The number of 
users with portable laptops and personal communications 
devices is increasing rapidly. These users would like the ability 
to exchange information in any location. The necessary mobile 
computing support  is being provided in some areas by 
installing base stations and access points. Mobile users can 
maintain their connectivity by accessing this infrastructure 
from home, from the office, or while on the road. 

Such mobility support is not available in all locations 
where mobile communication is desired. Access points may 
not be set up due to high cost, low expected usage, or poor 
performance. This may happen during outdoor conferences or 
in emergency situations like natural disasters and military 
maneuvers in enemy territory. If mobile users want to com- 
municate in the absence of a support structure, they must 
form an ad hoc network. 

Ad hoc networks consist of mobile hosts in a network 
bereft of base stations and predesignated routers, and are 
characterized by a highly dynamic network topology. The 
network topology changes frequently due to host migration, 
signal interference, and power outages. The mobile hosts in 
such a network can communicate directly with neighboring 
hosts through the shared wireless media, but communica- 
tion with non-neighboring hosts requires a distributed rout- 
ing algorithm. Traditional routing protocols pass detailed 
topology information between hosts and are not effective in 
ad hoc networks due to the high rate of topology change. In 
a dynamic network, the topology information (in the routing 
tables) is soon out of date,  and the  propagation of the  
routes is too slow to be accurate. In addition, the changing 
topology exacerbates the problem of looping routes. Hence, 
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new routing algorithms need to be developed to support ad 
hoc networks. 

Ad hoc networks require a highly adaptive routing scheme 
to deal with the frequent topology changes. In this article, we 
propose a routing protocol that utilizes the ad hoc network 
characteristics to select the most stable routes through the 
dynamic network. The proposed Signal Stability-Based Adap- 
tive Routing (SSA) protocol is novel in its use of signal 
strength and stability of individual hosts as route selection cri- 
teria. Selecting the most stable links (i.e., those which exhibit 
the strongest signals for the maximum amount of time) leads 
to longer-lived routes and less route maintenance. In this pro- 
tocol, a host initiates route discovery on demand: only when a 
route is needed to send data. The source broadcasts route- 
search packets which will propagate to the destination, allow- 
ing the destination to choose a route and return a route reply. 

Since it is not feasible to implement a large ad hoc network 
for experimental purposes, we perform simulations to investigate 
the benefits and costs of using signal strength and location sta- 
bility as the route selection criteria. The results show that the 
use of signal strength consistently decreases the route mainte- 
nance required by providing longer-lived routes. Our results 
also show that location stability should be used only in certain 
scenarios since misinformation about stability patterns is very 
costly and has a negative impact on routing and performance. 

The next section of this article discusses background and 
related work. The third section introduces the basic SSA Pro- 
tocol and gives an example of its use. The fourth section pre- 
sents details of the protocol, and the fifth section discusses 
extensions to the protocol and interoperability with Mobile IP 
(Internet Protocol). The sixth section presents our simulation 
results. The final section presents conclusions and some direc- 
tions for future work. 

elate rk 
raditionally, next-hop routing protocols have been classi- 
fied into distance-vector and link-state approaches. Dis- 
tance vector protocols, like RIP [l], are based on the 

distributed Bellman-Ford (DBF) algorithm and rely on main- 
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taining distance estimates to all 
nodes in the network. Each node 
monitors the cost of its outgoing 
links and periodically broadcasts, 
to its neighbors, its minimum dis- 
tance estimate to each destination 
in thl- network. Although the stor- 
age requirements are minimal, the 
DBF algorithm may converge very 
slowly and may require a large 
number of messages to respond to 
a topology change [2]. In link- 
state protocols, like OSPF [ 3 ] ,  
each node maintains the shortest- 
path tree to all nodes in the net- 
work which it uses to make routing decisions. Updates are 
broadcast to maintain consistent views of the network at each 
node. The maintenance of a view of the entire network 
involves large storage and communication overhead. Both 
mechanisms rely on exchanging detailed information among 
the nodes in the network 141. These traditional routing algo- 
rithms, which depend on hierarchical addressing schemes and 
pass detailed routing information between designated routers, 
are not effective in ad hoc networks due to the high rate of 
topology change [5-71. 

Routing approaches for ad hoc networks assume a rate of 
change that is not high enough to make flooding the only 
alterniative and not low enough to make the use of tradition- 
al routing algorithms effective. One type of ad hoc routing 
method seeks to modify existing DBF routing algorithms for 
use ini a dynamic topology. The Destination Sequenced Dis- 
tance Vector (DSDV) algorithm [SI modifies the DBF algo- 
rithm to prevent looping by including sequence numbers to 
order the routing information. It also delays the advertise- 
ment of unstable routes to reduce fluctuations of the routing 
tables and the number of rebroadcasts of the same sequence 
route entries. The Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) [9] 
uses a path-finding algorithm that includes second-to-last 
hop to a destination to identify a route and prevent tempo- 
rary looping. The approach presented in [lo] finds and main- 
tains (clusters in the ad hoc network. The boundary nodes 
connect clusters and perform routing using a traditional dis- 
tance vector routing protocol. The cost of this method is 
maintaining the cluster membership when the network topol- 
ogy chianges. For each of these methods, each node, or each 
boundary node, maintains routes to all destinations in the 
network. Information is propagated through the network to 
achieve this goal. 

Another type of ad hoc routing algorithm uses an on- 
demand route discovery philosophy. Routes to a destination 
are sought only if the node has data to send to that destina- 
tion. The Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) proposed in [ll] 
uses broadcasts to propagate the route search, and each node 
that forwards the route search adds its address to the source 
list. When the request reaches the destination, a complete 
route is listed in the packet. Routes discovered in this way or 
by hearing neighboring hosts’ communications are recorded 
in the cache. Data packets are forwarded by placing the 
source route (hop list) in the packet. The Lightweight Mobile 
Routing (LMR) approach proposed in 1121 floods the net- 
work with a query broadcast when the route is desired. The 
nodes receiving this query broadcast either broadcast a reply 
with the requested route, if this node has a route to the 
requested destination; otherwise, they simply forward the 
broadcast query. This approach uses link status to create 
routes and prevent looping. Route erasure is required when 
the topology changes. The Associativity Based Routing 

(ABR) approach [13] also uses broadcast queries to find 
desired routes, but the optimal route is selected by the desti- 
nation based on the stability of the route and shortest path. 
The main criterion is the intermediate node stability, which is 
based on the idea that nodes which have been stationary for 
a threshold period are less likely to move. This method also 
uses route erasure and maintenance when topology changes 
cause a route failure. 

The main difference between the approaches discussed 
above and our approach is our utilization of the information 
available at the link level to choose routes. The signal quality 
of the channel is used to determine whether portions of the 
topology are stable or fluctuating at any given time. Like the 
second type of algorithm, routes are determined only on 
demand; however, we do not limit the rate of change of the 
topology or suggest that all parts of the topology are equally 
stable. We select routes through the most stable areas of the 
network, using an adaptive algorithm to ensure successful 
data transmission in a highly dynamic topology. We compare 
the various protocols’ routing types, criteria for selecting 
routes, and overhead in Table 1. Routing overhead refers to 
the cost of route setup and maintenance packets. Packet 
processing overhead refers to the cost at each intermediate 
node of routing data packets and the per-packet header 
overhead. 

In addition to correctness, a good routing protocol for ad hoc 
networks should have a low communication overhead, by min- 
imizing route setup and maintenance messages. The protocol 
should also be simple and efficient, since it must quickly con- 
verge to select a route before network changes make the 
route invalid. The routing protocol must be distributed since 
no centralized host is available and to make the protocol scalable. 
It must be loop-free and should have minimal memory overhead. 
Finally, it should take advantage of the technology available 
and utilize information about the current state of the network. 

Signal Stability-Based Adaptive 
Routing (SSA) Protocol 

he SSA protocol performs on-demand route discovery 
by selecting longer-lived routes based on signal strength T and location stability. The signal strength criterion 

allows the protocol to differentiate between strong and weak 
channels. Each channel is characterized as strong or weak by 
the average signal strength at which packets are exchanged 
between the hosts at either end of the channel. The location 
stability criterion biases the protocol toward choosing a chan- 
nel which has existed for a longer period of time. Together, 
these two concepts form the signal stability criterion that 
chooses strong channels which have been in existence for a 
time greater than some threshold. 
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Protocol Overview 
A source initiates a route discovery 
request when it has data to send to 
a destination that is not in the 
routing table. The route search is 
broadcast to all neighboring hosts. 
These hosts propagate the broad- 
cast if it is received over a strong 
channel and the request has not 
been propagated previously (to 
avoid looping). The route search 
packet stores the address of each 
intermediate host in the route 
taken. The destination chooses the 

Table 2. The signal stability table (SST). 

E Table 3. The routing table (RT}. 

and forwarding the packet on the 
next hop for the destination. When 
there is no entry for the destina- 
tion in the RT, the FP initiates a 
route search to find a route to this 
destination. The route search mes- 
sage has a hop list which records 
the path taken by the  message. 
Each intermediate DRP uses this 
list to prevent loops and adds its 
own address to the  hop list. 
Although the destination DRP may 
receive multiple copies of a route 
search message, it simply selects 

route recorded in the first arriving request, since this route is 
probably shorter and less congested than routes for slower- 
arriving requests. The destination returns the route reply 
along the selected route, and each intermediate node includes 
the new next-hop, destination pairs in its routing table. 

Functionally, the SSA protocol consists of two protocols, 
the Forwarding Protocol (FP) and the Dynamic Routing Pro- 
tocol (DRP), which utilize the extended device driver inter- 
face. This interface is responsible for making available to the 
routing protocols the signal strength information from the 
device. DRP maintains the routing table by interacting with 
the DRP on other hosts. FP performs the actual routing table 
lookup to forward a packet onto the next hop. 

Profocol Modules 
The Forwarding Protocol (FP) and Dynamic Routing Protocol 
(DRP) work together to route packets in the ad hoc network. 
The extended device driver interface enables communication 
between these routing protocols and the link layer for the 
sending and receiving of packets and the receiving wireless 
link quality information. Two tables are maintained to enable 
SSA routing: the Signal Stability Table (Table 2) and the 
Routing Table (Table 3). 

Each host sends out a link layer beacon1 to its neighbors 
once every time quantum, denoted by a click. Every host 
receiving this beacon records the signal strength at which the 
beacon was received in the Signal Stability Table (SST). Each 
host also classifies its neighbors as strongly connected ( S C ,  
hence belonging to the SC set) if the host has been receiving 
strong beacons from the neighbor for the past few clicks. The 
neighbor is otherwise classified as weakly connected ( W C ,  
hence belonging to the WC set). A host marked as SC in the 
SST also has an entry in the Routing Table (RT) which stores 
destination and next-hop pairs for each known route. The SST 
also has a column, Last, to indicate that a beacon was received 
from a host within the last click and a column, Clicks,  to 
record how long beacons have been continuously received 
with a strong signal from each neighboring host. 

The availability and processing of signal strength informa- 
tion is made possible by the extended device driver interface, 
which provides the DRP with the average signal strength at 
which a packet was received and the address of the immediate 
sender. The DRP uses the extended interface to maintain the 
statistics in the SST. It then uses the SST to maintain routes 
to neighboring hosts in the R T  and non-neighbor routes via 
information provided by route search, route reply, error, and 
erase messages. 

The FP functions by looking up the destination in the RT 

I Beacons are ‘<I am alive messages” exchanged between wireless devices at 
regular intervals to maintain connectivity. SSA does not add overhead by 
defining any new beacons. 

the route contained in the first arriving message and tunnels a 
route reply message on the reverse path to the source. The 
DRP at each intermediate host installs the appropriate next- 
hop entry for the destination and the source in its RT. When 
a route reply message is received, the DRP at the source 
updates the RT, and the FP routes the data via the next hop 
found in the RT. 

A route may become unavailable due to migration of the 
hosts along the route. When a host moves out of range of its 
neighbors or shuts down, the neighbors will recognize that 
the host is unreachable since they no longer receive beacons 
from that host. The DRP will modify the SST and R T  to 
reflect the changes. Any routes that have this unreachable 
host as the next hop will become invalid. When the host 
receives a packet to forward along an invalid route, FP will 
determine the lack of a route and will notify the source via 
an error message. The source FP will initiate a new route dis- 
covery to find an available route, and it will send a message 
to erase the invalid route. 

An Example 
Consider the example ad hoc network shown in Fig. 1. A solid 
edge indicates that the vertices that make up the edge are in 
each others’ SC sets. The dashed edges indicate that the cor- 
responding vertices are in the WC set. 

In part A of Fig. 1, host A has data to send to host F and 
therefore wants to find a route to destination F. The protocol 
starts by sending out a broadcast route-search message seek- 
ing destination F. Route-search packets that arrive at any host 
over WC links are dropped, such as the packet sent from A to 
C. The route-search packet sent to B over the SC link will be 
broadcast by B to its neighbors. A will drop the packet, having 
already forwarded it, D and C will forward the packet and 
mark that they have seen it. Note that C has not already 
marked the packet as seen since it dropped the packet over 
the WC link from A without processing it. Packets will arrive 
at the destination F via two paths: A, B, D, F and A, B, C, E, 
F. Assuming that the links have similar latencies and traffic 
levels, the route-search will arrive over the shorter path first: 
A, B, D, F. The destination, F, will select this route and 
return the route-reply along the reverse path, F, D, B, A. 
Each intermediate host along the path will install entries in its 
RT. Once the route is installed in the R T  of the source, A 

E Figure 1. A n  example network. 
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forwards the data packets via the next 
hop to destination F, which is host B. 

Aissume now that the link B-D dis- 
appears, as shown in part B of Fig. 1. 
When B realizes that host D is 
unreachable, it sends an error mes- 
sage to A. A then initiates another 
route search and sends an erase mes- 
sage to erase the invalid route. F again 
selects the first arriving route search, 
which will be the route A, B, C, E, F. 

If, in the future, the link between B 
and C: disappears, a strong route will no 
longer exist to the destination. In this 

DA SA 

H Figure 2. Theprotocol stuck ut each mobile 
host. 

SEQ l T L  TYPE PREF L E N  CRC Data 

case, no route-search packets will be propagated to the desti- 
nation, since packets that arrive over the WC links are not for- 
warded. When A does not receive a reply after some timeout 
period, it must decide whether it wants to find any route or wait 
and try to find a strong route at a later time. If it wants any 
route, it will send a route-search message specifying any route, 
and will find the route A, C, E, F, which has one WC link. 

SSA Protocol DefaiZs 
e present the architecture, packet format, and proto- 
col details in this section to provide a clearer under- W standing of the protocol as well as to illustrate the 

architecture that could be used to implement such a protocol. 
For clarity, the algorithm discussed below presents a syn- 
chronous processing scenario, but an implementation of the 
algorithm could also be asynchronous. 

Since ad hoc networks exhibit no spatial hierarchy, we 
assume a flat addressing scheme. For simplicity of exposition 
we use the medium access control (MAC) addresses of the 
wireless device as the address of a node. 

Protocol Stack 
The FP and DRP are located between the network layer and 
the link layer, as shown in Fig. 2. This makes the SSA routing 
protocol interoperable with Mobile IP, as will be discussed 
later. All incoming packets pass from the extended device 
drivel- interface to DRP. The DRP updates the SST and the 
RT and relays the appropriate types of packets to the FP. The 
FP then either passes a packet up the stack or forwards the 
packet through the wireless device driver on to the next hop. 
All transmissions go out via FP, and all receives come in 
through DRP. This division simplifies the protocol by export- 
ing a single interface for outgoing packets and also separating 
out the filter for incoming packets. 

Packet Format 
Figure 3 shows the packet format expected by the protocols. 
SA arid DA refer to the source and destination addresses, 
respectively. SEQ is a sequence number assigned by the 
souroe, which is useful for route searches. TTL is a time-to- 
live field used to eliminate erroneous packets looping in the 
network. TYPE distinguishes between messages and is one of 
the following: UNICASTDATA, FLOODDATA, ROUTESEARCH, 
ROUTEREPLY, ERROR, or ERASE. PREF allows a host initiating 
a route-search to specify the quality of the route desired. This 
field (can be STRONGLINKONLY or NOPREFERENCE. LEN is 
the length of the entire packet, and CRC is the checksum. 

The rest of the packet contains either data (for a packet of 
type IJNICASTDATA or FLOODDATA); the recorded route hop 
list (for a packet of type ROUTESEARCH or ROUTEREPLY); or 
the destination address of a stale route (for a packet of type 
ERROR or ERASE). 

SSA Broadcast and Flooding 
It is important to distinguish between 
MAC-level broadcasting and SSA 
broadcasting. Every SSA packet is 
encapsulated in a MAC frame before 
transmission, and every MAC frame 
is decapsulated to an SSA packet on 
reception. If the MAC address of the 
encapsulated frame is the broadcast 
address, then all hosts on that shared 
wireless media which receive the 
frame (immediate neighbors) will 
pass the packet up to the DRP for 
processing. 

On the other hand, an SSA broadcast has its DA equal to 
the broadcast address. This type of broadcast packet will be 
delivered to all hosts within this ad hoc network and passed 
up to the network layer on each receiving host as well as for- 
warded. To achieve this, the MAC address of this packet is 
also the broadcast address. 

A flooded packet, of TYPE FLOODDATA, must be forwarded 
by any host that receives it and is not the SSA destination. 
Such a packet is forwarded through a MAC-level broadcast even 
if a route to the destination is unknown. The packet is not passed 
up to the network layer until it reaches the SSA destination. 

H Figure 3. SSApucket format. 

In summary, an SSA broadcast reaches the entire ad hoc 
network; flooding tries to reach a specific destination by prop- 
agating through the entire network; and a MAC-level broad- 
cast sends the packet to the SSA at all immediate neighbors. 

The FP 
The FP accepts packets from the DRP and higher-layer proto- 
cols. If the destination address of the packet matches that of the 
host, the packet is pushed up the protocol stack. FP forwards all 
other packets through the device driver. Broadcasts are sent 
out without checking the RT, and the FP performs a routing 
table lookup for unicast packets. If no entry is found for the 
unicast destination, a route needs to be found. If this host is 
the source of the packet, a route search is initiated. When a 
route is found, the DRP will receive the route reply and 
install the route in the RT. The FP then forwards the original 
packet to the next hop. Alternatively, if this host is not the 
source of the packet, a packet of type error is sent back to the 
source, which will send a message of type ERASE to tear down 
the old route and initiate a new route search. In this case, the 
original packet will be dropped by the intermediate host. 

Table 4 shows the details of the FP packet processing. 
initiateRouteSearch ( ) produces and broadcasts a route 
search packet with an empty data portion, a unique sequence 
number in SEQ, and a TYPE field of ROUTESEARCH. The 
source can choose an appropriate PREF value depending on 
the needs of the upper-layer application or protocol. We 
choose STRONGLINKONLY for the first try and NOPREFERENCE 
for any ensuing request retry after a timeout. If, after several 
attempts, no satisfactory route is found, the data packet is 
broadcast and reaches the destination via flooding. An alter- 
nate approach to flooding would be to report an exception to 
the application which generated the packet. 

The routine sendRouteError ( ) initiates a route error 
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packet ,  with D A  equal  to Figure 4. Establishment of a route. 
srcAddr and TYPE equal to 
E R R O R .  It sends  the  e r ro r  
packet to the  original source for which forwarding was 
being a t tempted .  T h e  route  main tenance  packets (of 
TYPE ERROR or ERASE) are unicast with best-effort deliv- 
ery. This means that any hosts which do not have an entry 
for the forwarding destination will drop the packet without 
fur ther  action. T h e  subsection on  route  main tenance  
explains this further. 

All outgoing SSA packets are encapsulated with the cur- 
rent MAC address and the next-hop MAC address, or with 
the MAC broadcast address if every neighboring host should 
receive the packet. In  the pseudo-code, forward( pkt) is 
defined to be a unicast to a particular host’s MAC address; 
broadcast (pkt) sends the packet to all reachable hosts by 
using the MAC broadcast address at the destination. Unicast 
data is processed only by the host with the matching address, 
while broadcasts are processed by every host that receives the 
packet. Packets with MAC broadcast addresses may have uni- 
cast higher-layer addresses, and the FP forwards the packet or 
passes it up to the higher layers depending on the packet type 
and destination address. 

Table 4. Pseudo-code for Fi? 

The DRP 
The DRP is more complex than 
the FP since it processes incom- 

ing packets and maintains the RT and SST. On receiving a 
packet from the device driver, DRP deciphers the packet type, 
updates the tables, modifies some of the header fields, and 
then passes it to FP. The DRP pseudo-code is given in Table 
5. 

In addition to the packet, the device driver passes the sig- 
nal strength (sig) at which the packet is received and the 
address of the host (sender) that transmitted this packet (not 
the original source). The updateTables ( ) function then 
updates the signal strength field in the SST according to the 
following formula: 

SScumuiative = a x Sfcumulative + (1 - a)  x SS 
SScumulative is the quantity recorded in the SST, and SS is 

the value of average signal strength for the packet supplied by 
the device driver. a is an experimentally determined constant. 
updateTables ( ) also marks the Lust field in the SST to indi- 
cate that a beacon was received from the sending host during 
the current time click. 

When no packet is received during a certain period of 
time, the device driver may still provide the 
DRP signal information obtained through its 
beacon. 

Periodically, an asynchronous process 
runs through the SST comparing SScumulative 
to an experimentally determined quantity 
SSthreshold. The calculation shown in Table 6 
is then carried out to classify hosts into the 
SC or WC set. A mobile host that exhibits 
strong signal strength for CliCkSthreshold con- 
secutive clicks is included in the SC set and 
added to the  R T  (with itself as the  next 
hop). dicksthreshold is another experimentally 
determined quantity. 

The DRP processes each packet depending 
on its packet type. For route-search packets, 
isstale ( ) determines whether the packet 
should be dropped. It is dropped if the pack- 
et has previously been seen by this host or if 
the TTL has expired. The host records route- 
search packets that it has seen in a table of 
source address (SA), sequence number 
(SEQ) pairs. The routine seenRequest ( ) 
records the pair when the host processes the 
route-search packet for the first time. 

constructRouteSearchForward() 
modifies the route-search packet by adding 
the address of the resident host to the hop 
list to construct a new route-search packet 
for forwarding. 

When the intended destination receives a 
route-search packet, a route reply is pro- 
ducedby constructRouteReply() and 
sent back to the source along the reverse 
path of the  route contained in the route- 
search packet. The next hop for route reply 
i s  then installed in the R T  and the reply is 
forwarded. Every intermediate node echoes 
this procedure (installHop ( ) and con- 
structRouteReplyForward()). install- 
Hop ( ) installs all possible routes that are 
implied by the route reply. For example, Fig. 
4 shows a route found from A to G. When 
host D receives a route reply from G, it 
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installs routes to A and B (with a next- 
hop of C) and installs routes to F and G 
(with a next hop of E).  D already has 
route:s for its neighboring hosts, C and E, 
from beaconing information. (We assume 
that wireless channels are symmetric; i.e., 
if the link is SC in one direction, it is also 
SC in1 the reverse direction. In cases 
where the  forward link is SC and the 
reverse link is WC, we would have a less 
stable route than expected.) 

Once the route installation is complet- 
ed, data packets starting from the source 
are forwarded along the next hops 
installed in the RTs of the intermediate 
nodes. In cases where all hops are along 
an SC-set path, the packets would be 
routed quickly and efficiently. If a host 
cannot forward a packet due to link fail- 
ure, FP sends a route-error packet back 
to the: source. When the source receives 
such a route-error packet, it sends a 
route-erasure packet as constructed by 
the function constructRouteErase ( ) 
with the DA equal to the destination of 
the stale route. The stale route is deleted 
from its RT (deleteHop( ) ) .  Any inter- 
mediate host receiving this route-erasure 
packet forwards it to the next hop and 
deletes the stale route. If the host is 
unable to forward the packet, the packet 
is simply dropped. 

Extended lnferface 
The extended device driver interface pro- 
vides the updateTable( ) call by which the 
higher-layer protocols update the SST. The 
interface allows changes to the time peri- 
od baetween beacons. I t  also allows 

trolled. The SSthreshold determines the extent 
of the host's coverage area within which 
the nleighbor nodes have strong signals. 
The clickthreshold regulates the impact of 
location stability considerations on the 
protocol. It should be determined based 
on known mobility patterns of hosts in 
the ad hoc network. In the case where it 
is set to one, the protocol's routing deci- 
sions are based solely on signal strength. 

SSthri:shold and cl ickthreshold to be con- 

Route Maintenance 

/* input : signal info sig, packet pkt */ 
updateTables(sFnder, sig) ; 

isStale(pkt) == YES) { 
discardPkt (pkt); 
return; 

1 
switch (pkt-> header.type( { 
case (ROUTESEARCH) : 

if (isFromWC(pkt) == YES && 
pkt= > header.pref = = STRONG 
discard Pkt( p kt) ; 
return; 

1 
if (isSearchForMe(pkt->header) == YES) { 

outPkt = constructRouteReply (pkt) ' 
if (outPkt == NULL) break;/* reply 
else installHop(outPkt) ; /* update R 

1 I 
else { 

1 
outPkt = constructRoute 

1 

SeenRequest(pkt->headerSA, pkt->hea 
FP(outPkt) ; 
break; 

installHop(pkt); /* update RT */ 
outPkt = constructRouteReplyForward(pkt) 
FP (outPkt) ; 
break; 

case (UNICASTDATA) : 
case (FLOODDATA) . 

case (ROUTEREPLY) . 

FP(pkt) ; 
break; 

if (pkt->header.DA == myAddr) { 
case (ERROR) : 

outPkt = constructRouteErase(pkt) , 
FP(outPkt) ; 
deletHop(pkt1 ; 

FP(pkt) ; 

} 
else { 

1 
break; 

case (ERASE) : 

0 Table 5. Pseudo-code for DRP. 

Route maintenance is triggered when a host has data to send 
over a failed link. Intermediate nodes send an error message 
to the source when such a failure occurs. The source host 
sends a route-search packet to find a new route and sends an 
erase message to remove the old route. The erase message 
should reach the intermediate host which discovered the 
failed next-hop. Error and erase messages are unicast with 
best-effort delivery and are dropped if a host is unable to for- 
ward the packet. This prevents a cycle of error and erase mes- 
sages from wasting network resources. 

In cases of multiple failures, some routing messages may 
not reach their destinations. This may result in the existence 
of stale routes, but it will not cause any routing errors or 
loops. The stale routes will be discovered and erased by the 
next data packet that tries to use the invalid route. 0 Table 6. €".do-code updating SST. 
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If a link failure prevents the has seen this request before 
(through a different path). The route reply from reaching the Figure 5 .  Failure of a route-erasepacket. 

source, t he  source will time out 
and retry the route search. Mean- 
while, the intermediate hosts between the failed link and the 
destination will have incorrect routes to the source. If any of 
these hosts use these routes, error and erase messages will be 
generated to correct the routes. 

In cases where multiple link failures occur nearly simulta- 
neously, erase and error messages may not reach their desti- 
nations. If an error packet cannot be delivered to the source, 
it must be due to another link failure which will also trigger 
an error packet closer to the source. This second error packet 
will inform the source of the second failure so that the source 
can take appropriate action. If a data packet is en route 
between two links which fail, as shown in Fig. 5, the resulting 
error message from E will not reach the source A, since it will 
be dropped due to the failed link at C. When A sends a data 
packet again, B will send the error message to inform A of the 
route failure. The erase message from A will erase the route 
at B, but the stale routes to G at C and D will only be erased 
if either C or D tries to send data to G. 

If the second link failure occurs after the error message 
arrives at A, the erase message from A will be dropped at B. 
This creates the same situation, where C and D have an 
invalid route to G which will be erased when either C or D 
sends a packet toward G. 

Since intermediate hosts relay route-search packets even if 
they already know a route to the desired destination, the algo- 
rithm works correctly in the presence of stale routes. The 
source is informed of the error and initiates a new route 
search. SSA uses route erasure only to avoid wasting resources 
by fonvarding data packets over routes known to be stale. The 
cost of this simple error and erase method is a few stale 
routes. Since multiple failure cases are rare, the best-effort 
unicast of error and erase packets is an effective method of 
reducing excessive packet transmissions. 

0 t h er Jss u es 
Enhanced SSA 

The protocol presented in the previous sections provides a 
basic routing function. However, there are several enhance- 
ments to give the hosts more options to deal with varying 
needs. One is the route quality option (the PREF field in the 
header), which the source sets when searching for a route. 
The host may prefer routes with more strong links but not 
want to exclude routes with any weak links. To accommodate 
this need, the hosts may implement another PREF option: 
STRONGPREFERRED. Any intermediate host receiving such a 
route search should forward it (by broadcast) unless its hop 
list contains a loop or its TTL has expired, even if the host 

destination host should wait for a 
period of time to allow several 

route-search packets to arrive via different routes. The desti- 
nation then selects the best one according to a certain criteri- 
on, such as shortest path with minimal weak links. The source 
host may choose this option to find a route if it is probable 
that no strong route exists. 

Another optimization decreases route discovery latency 
and route-search propagation by allowing intermediate hosts 
to participate in route discovery. If an intermediate host 
receiving a route search already has a route to the destination, 
it may send a route reply immediately back to the source to 
decrease the latency, in addition to forwarding the route 
search to the destination. If this route is nonoptimal or stale, 
it will be overwritten later by a route reply from the destina- 
tion. The source may decide whether it wants to risk losing a 
few packets to start transmitting data sooner. 

Interoperability with Mobile IP 
Assuming that some hosts in the ad hoc network are base stations 
with both wired and wireless connectivity, SSA can be easily inte- 
grated into the global Internet through Mobile IP [14]. These 
base stations serve as the home and foreign agents for Mobile IP. 

Conceptually, Mobile IP sits on top of SSA (Fig. 6). As far 
as SSA is concerned, Mobile IP is just another higher-layer 
protocol. On the other hand, Mobile IP treats SSA as a link- 
layer protocol, and from the viewpoint of Mobile IP, a base 
station can “directly” reach any host that resides in the same 
ad hoc network. SSA will take the responsibility of delivering 
packets within the ad hoc network. The base station will take 
care of any encapsulation or  decapsulation required by 
Mobile IP. 

Mobile I P  on a base station may broadcast its agent 
advertisement, which should be heard by any potential 
client, in this case by any host within the ad hoc network. In 
order to achieve this, all hosts in this ad hoc network would 
be required to rebroadcast the agent advertisement, which 
takes a lot of resources. We suggest that  a base station 
broadcast agent advertisements only rarely, or not at all, to 
conserve the limited bandwidth. If access to the wired net- 
work is not always available in the ad hoc network, occa- 
sional advertisements may be worthwhile; otherwise, a 
mobile host should use agent solicitations when it desires 
the service of a base station. 

When sending an agent solicitation, the SSA on the  
mobile host should send a packet addressed to the SSA 
broadcast address. Non-base-station hosts will simply rebroad- 
cast the packet, while any reachable base stations will send 
out a reply if willing to serve as an agent. The base station’s 
reply would trigger SSA to find a route to the base station. 

After this handshake. the mobile host can 

. 
: 
- 

. .  . .. 
I 

To 
Internet 

Base station 
_._. ~ 

Mobile host 
. .. . I 

continue with the  usual  registration process 
required by Mobile IP and start sending and 
receiving datagrams to and from the Internet 
through the base station. 

If a mobile host becomes separated from 
its agent, it may send out a new agent solicita- 
tion to find another reachable base station. 
Alternatively, it may occasionally send agent 
solicitations to find other base stations while 
maintaining a connection with the current 
one. Having this list of base stations would 
decrease the latency of a base station switch 
in case the  first base station becomes 

H Figure 6. Integration of Mobile IP and SSA. unreachable. 
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vv ' e  performed simulations 
to evaluate the benefits 
and costs of the SSA 

routing approach. The simula- 
tions quantify the  length and 
longevity of the routes deter-  
mined by SSA under various node 
densities and mobility rates. They 
also determine the relative effica- 
cy of using signal strength and 
location stability as selection cri- 
teria for routing. 

We studied a large range of 
cases by varying many of the 
input parameters, including area, 
nodla density, transmission range, 
rate of topology change, pattern 
of individual host mobility, ses- 
sion length, and the routing algo- 
rithin criteria for route selection. 
We measured and compared the 
number of route reconstructions 
required, the average route hop 
length, the percentage of strong 
routes available, and the trans- 
mission cost of the SSA routing 
algorithm. We saw improved 
reconstruction costs for most sets 

W Figure 7. Number of route reconstructions: 
stability considered. 

W Figure 8. Number of route reconstructions: 
stability not considered. 

of parameters. For brevity, only a representative set of simula- 
tions are presented in the following sections. 

Sim u la fion Sef up 
Our simulation is based on the environment of a closed 1500 

clicks and then stay for some number of clicks and then move 
again, continuing the cycle. The lengths of the moving periods 
are normally distributed with average 10 clicks and standard 
deviation 1 click. There are two classes of staying period 
lengths. The short-stay class is normally distributed with aver- 

x 1500 unit area in which there are a 
nurnber of randomly distributed 
mobile hosts. A signal is considered 
strong if it comes from a host strong- 
radius units or  less away, and two 
hosts separated by more than weak- 
radius units are considered discon- 
nected. Note that in a real 
environment, these quantities would 
be dependent on and controlled by 
the SSthreshold set through the device 
driver interface and the capability of 
the wireless device, respectively. In 
our simulation, we assume that the 
signal strength depends solely on the 
distance between the  sending and 
receiving hosts. If a signal is weaker 
than that from a host weak-radius 
units away, it is considered noise and 
dropped at the physical layer. SSthresh. 
old is assumed to be equal to the  
strength of a signal from a host strong- 
radius units away. Since SSthreshold is 
experimentally determined, we ran 
simulations with strong-rudius 200 and 
300 units. The weak-radius is kept 
constant at 400 units because it is a 
physical quantity dependent on the 
wireless device. 

20 percent of the hosts are station- 
ary during the simulation. The other 
80 percent move for a number of 

W Figure 9. Improvement of SSA over the 
simple algorithm 

age 3 clicks and standard deviation 1 
click, and the long-stay class with aver- 
age 150 and standard deviation 10. 
Initially, every nonstationary host is 
assigned a probability that determines 
whether it falls into the short-stay or 
long-stay class each time it enters a 
staying period. The initial staying 
probability is chosen from a normal 
distribution with standard deviation 0.05 
and a mean that ranges from 0 to 1 with 
step 0.1. A simulation is run for each 
step of the staying probability to obtain 
data for a range of mobility rates. 

If a host moves during a certain 
click, it moves 20 units of distance in 
a randomly chosen direction. If it did 
not move during the previous click, 
the direction is chosen from a uni- 
formly distributed random number. 
Otherwise, the direction is chosen 
from a normally distributed random 
number with average equal to the pre- 
vious direction and standard deviation 
of 10 degrees. Hence, a host is likely 
to continue to move in the same gen- 
eral direction as the previous move- 
ment. If a host hits the boundary of 
the area, it will reflect off the bound- 
ary at the same angle so that the total 
moving distance during this time click 
is still 20 units. 
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Figure 10. Probability of no strong routes: sta- 
bility considered. 

We run simulations for networks of sizes 

and 5. clickthreshold determines the threshold 
above which routes are considered stable. 
Note that Clickthreshold equal to 1 means that 
location stability is not considered. When 
considering location stability, this threshold 
should be slightly greater than the mean of 
the short-stay period so that only hosts which 
have a long-stay period are considered stable. 
A Clickthreshold of 5 is chosen since the mean 
of the short-stay period is 3. 

During each run, we randomly generate 
the initial positions of the hosts and let them 
move and exchange beacon signals for 10 
time clicks to establish an initial state. Then 
we randomly choose a source and a destina- 

50, 100, and 200 hosts with CliCkthreshold O f  1 

mobility rate increases, the 
number of route reconstruc- 
tions consistently increases, as 
shown in Figs. 7 to 9. The 
number of reconstructions 
also increases as the number 
of hosts decreases, due to the 
increasing sparseness of the 
topology. In the following 
graphs, we compare the sim- 
ple algorithm to the SSA 
algorithm for the same num- 
ber of hosts. 

Figures 7 and 8 show that 
the fraction of sessions 
requiring route reconstruc- 
tions is consistently lower for 
SSA both with and without 
stability as compared to the 
simple algorithm. However, 
SSA with location stability 
performs worse than that 
without location stability. At 
first glance, this is somewhat 
surprising. However, Figs. 10 
and 11 reveal that taking sta- 
bility into account increases 
the probability of nonexis- 
tence of strong routes consid- 
erably. This is because 

location stability introduces a much stronger 
criterion for a link to be SC. If we are unable 
to find a strong route, route discovery takes 
longer, and the route is likely to fail sooner. 
The advantage of SSA arises from the buffer 
zone effect. If an SC link is chosen as part of 
a route, it will have to become WC before 
breaking, and this tends to give the individu- 
al links, and therefore the entire route, a 
longer life. As shown in Fig. 12, the buffer 
zone allows mobile hosts to roam within a 
certain vicinity of each other without trigger- 
ing a route reconstruction. 

Comparing the SSA curves for 50 hosts 

Figure 1 1. Probability of no strong routes: 
stability not considered. 

Figure 12. The bufferzone 

tion and run our algorithm. After each time click, we send a 
data packet through the established route to trigger route 
maintenance actions (route erasure and rediscovery) if any of 
the links failed. After each session (of length 300 clicks), we 
observe the average number of hops in a route and the num- 
ber of required route reconstructions. These quantities are 
averaged over several hundred runs for each combination of 
the input parameters. 

Results 
We compare the results from SSA (with and without location 
stability) with those from an imaginary routing algorithm in 
which a shortest path is chosen, regardless of the strength of 
its links. We call the later approach the simple algorithm. The 
performance parameters are plotted against the average 
mobility rate, which is the average of all the host mobility 
rates. The mobility rate of a host is the number of clicks dur- 
ing which the host moves divided by the total number of clicks 
in a session. Clearly, this average mobility rate is inversely 
dependent on the average initial staying probability. As the 

in Fig. 8; we see that the performance with 
the larger strong radius is superior to that of 
the smaller one. This is somewhat contrary to 

the buffer zone effect just described since the smaller radius 
allows the mobile hosts to travel a longer distance in the weak 
region before the link breaks. Figure 11 offers insight: the 
percentage of nonexistence of strong routes is more than 
80-90 for a strong-radius of 200, whereas it is only about 20-30 
for a strong-radius of 300. The decreased number of strong 
routes more than offsets any gains due to the increase in the 
buffer zone. 

Clearly, SSA performs well when there are an adequate 
number of strong routes. This, in turn, depends on the node 
density (the number of hosts in our environment), the strong 
radius, the mobility rate, and the criteria defining a strong link. 
Many combinations of these parameters result in a configura- 
tion where SSA drops the number of route reconstructions 
required. SSA reduces the route reconstructions needed by up 
to 60 and never performs worse than the simple algorithm. A 
careful comparison of the SSA curves with and without loca- 
tion stability considerations indicates that in most cases not 
taking stability into account results in better performance. 

Since SSA prefers routes with strong links which are likely 
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Figure 13. Hop counts: stabilip considered. Figure 14. Hop counts: stability not considered. 

to be between two hosts close to each other, we tend to get 
routes with more hops than with the simple algorithm. On the 
other hand, strong links are less vulnerable to interference 
and hence result in less packet loss and corruption. As a 
rough weight, we count each weak link as 1.25 hops to reflect 
its vulnerability. Figures 13 and 14 show the hop count ratio 
between SSA and the simple algorithm. Through the mobility 
rate range, the hop count ratio usually ranges between 1.1 and 1.5. 
The drop in the percentage of route reconstructions is more 
than enough to justify this increase in the average hop count. 

Conclusion and Future Work 
-he  SSA protocol proposed in this article focuses on 

obtaining the most stable routes through an ad hoc net- T work. This approach seeks to maximize the duration of 
the discovered routes. Our simulations have shown savings of 
up to 60 in the number of route reconstructions as a result of 
using signal strength to select routes. Using location stability, 
on the other hand, is shown to be very sensitive to the particu- 
lar configuration of the ad hoc network being considered. 
Since a general ad hoc network is likely to have unpredictable 
and variable mobility patterns, we propose the adoption of 
signal strength as a criterion for routing, with configurable 
parameters to take location stability into account where appli- 
cable. We plan to do further simulations using a packet-level 
simulator to determine the costs and benefits of this approach 
more accurately and to study the effect of this approach on 
various transport protocols, including Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP). 

Although it is intuitively clear that the algorithm is loop- 
free and converges, we plan to prove these properties using 
theoretical constructs. We also plan to analyze convergence 
time and routing overhead for this algorithm. 
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